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ABSTRACT
Drops or shells of a planar-aligned short-pitch cholesteric liquid crystal exhibit unique optical properties due to
the combination of Bragg reflection in the cholesteric helix and a radial orientation of the helix axis. If such a
droplet is illuminated from above, light is reflected into a continuous set of cones, the opening angles of which
depend on where on the droplet the light hits its surface. For the wavelength that fulfills the Bragg condition the
reflection is dramatically enhanced, yielding the light cones colored. A photonic cross communication scheme
arises for certain angles, reflecting light back to the observer from a different droplet than the one originally
illuminated. This gives rise to an intricate pattern of colored and circularly polarized spots. A number of
interesting applications may be developed based on this pattern, e.g. in identification and authentication devices.
We have carried out a detailed spectrophotometric analysis of the patterns, localized to individual spot maxima.
A quantitative comparison between the measured spectra and the reflection wavelength expected from a model
for the pattern generation allows us to conclude that the droplets are in fact not spherical but slightly ellipsoidal.
Keywords: Cholesteric liquid crystals, colloidal crystals, selective reflection, Bragg reflection, photonics, pattern
formation, microfluidics
1. INTRODUCTION
The striking beauty as well as the extraordinary responsiveness of cholesteric liquid crystals have made them
among the most studied and best understood classes of liquid crystal, and few are those liquid crystal textbooks
or courses that miss the opportunity to teach the origin of their iridescent colors. The ease with which these
liquids self-organize into a long-range ordered helical arrangement,1 giving rise to Bragg reflection of circularly
polarized light that is often in the visible range, turns cholesterics into a unique class of photonic materials,2
exhibiting optical properties that are far from trivial to achieve artificially in a top-down-derived structure. Yet,
commercialized products utilizing cholesterics are still rather few, typically low-cost, low-key devices like simple
thermometers, the most advanced application probably being the pressure-sensitive monocolor display developed
by Kent Display for their sketching pads∗. Cholesterics thus clearly constitute a readily available materials class
with untapped potential. This is beginning to be explored more vividly during recent years, e.g. in cellulose-
based lyotropic cholesterics dried to paper-like iridescent films3–6 with potential e.g. for optical encryption,7 or
in liquid crystal-based tunable lasers.8–18
An interesting example is the case of spherical liquid crystal samples,9,14 i.e. a cholesteric brought into
droplet or shell morphology as a component of an emulsion. When applied in a laser such a geometry offers 3D
omnidirectional lasing in addition to the tunability aspect. Because of the radial arrangement of the cholesteric
helix the usual dependence of the color on the viewing angle does not appear: in any direction that you view a
planar-aligned cholesteric droplet you are looking along the helix axis. On the other hand, this also means that
you see the reflection color only in a central spot in an isolated droplet. The rest appears dark, in contrast to a
flat sample which is colored over the full surface.
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Figure 1. Reflection patterns from planar-aligned droplets (a) and shells (b) of a cholesteric liquid crystal with pitch in the
range of generating red selective reflection (central, slightly overexposed, spot), placed in a colloidal crystal arrangement
together with a large number of other identical droplets/shells that surround the pictured sphere. Pane (c) shows the
central droplet in an arrangement of larger droplets (about 400 µm in diameter), displaying a larger number of spots
of various types, which are also slightly sharper. The numbers up to 3, displayed next to spots along a radius directed
towards the nearest neighbor (nn) droplet, identify the origin of each spot, using the same number coding as in Fig. 2.
That figure shows a schematic representation of the cross section along the same radius. Spot number 4 is not represented
in Fig. 2 since it originates in direct photonic communication between next nearest neighbor (nnn) droplets, thus in a
different cross section plane than in Fig. 2.
In a recent paper19 we reported the observation and explanation of a set of novel and very interesting optical
properties that arise in an intermediate situation, when a large number of planar-aligned cholesteric droplets or
shells of uniform size are brought into a 2D colloidal crystal arrangement, thus covering a surface that can be
arbitrarily large and of arbitrary shape, with a unique photonic response at any location in the surface. This
situation arises because the cholesteric droplets/shells in such an arrangement reflect light not just straight back
to the observer from the spot at their centers, but also between each other, sometimes over distances considerably
further than an individual droplet diameter, before the light is (for some angles) eventually reflected back to the
observer, cf. Fig. 1. As seen in panes (a) and (b) of the figure, the reflection pattern arising from this photonic
cross communication is qualitatively identical for droplets and shells. For simplicity we will be speaking about
droplets in the following, but the reader should keep in mind that the same behavior is observed for shells
with planar alignment on the in- as well as outside. The generated pattern is dynamically tunable, the details
depending on the illuminated area, the pitch of the cholesteric helix, the sizes and exact arrangement of the
droplets, the density of the droplets compared to that of the continuous phase, as well as on any deformation
from perfect spherical shape that the droplets are subject to. Fig. 1c shows an example from an arrangement of
rather large droplets, displaying a larger number of spots with different colors and at different locations within
the central droplet. These patterns open up for new approaches to applications of cholesterics e.g. in security
pattern generation or in sensors.19
In this paper we present a quantitative spectrophotometric investigation of the spots making up the patterns.
By comparing the measured wavelength for each series of spots with a previously presented model, summarized
below and described in full detail in our previous paper,19 we conclude that the droplets are not spherical
but ellipsoidal, as sketched in Fig. 2. We believe that the origin of this deformation is the same buoyancy-
originated force that drives the droplets into a colloidal crystal arrangement, in combination with the fact that
the continuous phase is not a bulk sample with flat surface, but a finite droplet deposited on a substrate with
non-zero contact angle.
2. SUMMARY OF THE PREVIOUS MODEL
In our previous paper19 we provided the qualitative explanation for the patterns seen in these colloidal crystals
of cholesteric liquid crystal droplets, schematically summarized in Fig. 2. Compared to the corresponding figure
in our earlier paper this figure has been modified in the respect that the droplets are now ellipsoids rather than
perfect spheres. This drawing is thus more realistic for the samples studied here, although different sample
preparation may yield situations where the droplets are very close to perfectly spherical, or even distorted in the
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Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the photonic communication paths in the cross section plane along the nearest-neighbor
(nn) radius with spots numbered 0 - 3 in Fig. 1c. The ordinary selective reflection along the helix axis is indicated with the
label 0, the direct nn communication path is labelled 1. The total internal reflection (TIR)-mediated communication paths
indicated are (2) between nearest neighbors and (3) between next next nearest neighbors (nnnn). The slight deviation
from a perfectly flat surface of the continuous phase that may be a result of the buoyancy of the less dense liquid crystal
droplets is ignored. Angles without indices refer to droplet surface normals, angles with the index h refer to the local
inclination of the cholesteric helix axis inside the droplet. Because the nnnn communication spots were not analyzed with
the spectrophotometer we cannot give a value for the angle α′h.
perpendicular direction. The droplet shape has an impact on the pattern that is generated, because each spot
except the ordinary selective reflection at the center of each droplet is generated by a more or less complex light
path that involves reflections at the interface between the droplet and the continuous phase.
The ordinary selective reflection is indicated with 0 in Fig. 1c and Fig. 2. As demonstrated and discussed
in our previous paper19 this is the only spot to be seen in the central droplet if only this droplet is illuminated.
If the illumination area is gradually expanded to encompass also surrounding droplets, by opening the field
aperture, additional series of spots appear, one after another.19 The first additional series is the one indicated
with the number 1 in Fig. 1c and Fig. 2. It arises because light from above hits a droplet with an angle of
θ = 45◦ with respect to its surface normal, yielding a reflection that is perfectly horizontal, thus hitting the
nearest neighbor (nn) droplet at the same height, where it will again be reflected at the same angle with respect
to the surface normal, leading to the light going back in the vertical direction, thus reaching the observer’s eyes
or camera. This reflection is however greatly intensified for one particular wavelength, namely the one that
fulfills the conditions for Bragg reflection in the cholesteric helix, giving the spot a distinct color. For a spherical
droplet the angle of Bragg reflection would be identical to the angle the light makes with the surface normal,
thus 45◦. However, as we will show below the wavelength that is reflected does not correspond to 45◦ angle
Bragg reflection, indicating that the droplets are in fact slightly deformed ellipsoidally, as indicated in Fig. 2.
This deviation from a spherical shape will give an analogous wavelength shift also for the other spots, which are
all due to photonic communication paths that involve a total internal reflection (TIR) event at the continuous
phase–air surface. If the TIR event takes place exactly in between two nn droplets we get the path labelled 2
in Fig. 2, yielding the spot labelled 2 in Fig. 1c. If it instead occurs at the top of the nn droplet, it mediates
communication between next next nearest neighbors (nnnn), following path 3 in Fig. 2, giving rise to spot 3 in
Fig. 1c.
3. EXPERIMENTAL
3.1 Materials
The cholesteric (N*) liquid crystal mixtures were composed of the commercial nematic mixture RO-TN 615 from
Roche (Switzerland) and the chiral dopant (S )-4-Cyano-4’-(2-methylbutyl)biphenyl (CB15), purchased from
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Figure 3. (a) High-speed video image of the microfluidic droplet production, with cross-section drawings on the left and
right illustrating where the continuous phase, the liquid crystal (LC) and the droplets are found in the nested capillary set-
up. The right side of the set-up contains an inner tapered cylindrical capillary which is not used to flow any material (the
circle on the right cross-section drawing is empty) but it is needed for ensuring a correct flow focusing of the liquid crystal
stream from the right into the cylindrical internal collection tube on the left (circle in the left cross-section drawing). (b)
A petri dish with rather large droplets (about 1 mm in diameter) of a short-pitch cholesteric liquid crystal mixture (40%
CB15) with blue-green selective reflection at normal incidence.
Synthon Chemicals (Germany). The mixtures can be tuned to reflect from the infrared to the ultraviolet range,
with visible normal-incidence reflection occurring for CB15 concentrations between 30 wt.-% and 50 wt.-% (the
pitch gets shorter the higher the chiral dopant concentration). For ensuring planar alignment and counteracting
coalescence of the liquid crystal droplets, they were dispersed in a continuous phase consisting of a distilled water
+ glycerol mixture (50/50 volume ratio) in which 3 wt.-% polyvinylalcohol (PVA) was dissolved (Sigma-Aldrich,
Mw ≈ 31,000 - 50,000g mol−1, 98-99% hydrolysed).
3.2 Microfluidic droplet production
The droplets discussed in this paper were produced using the capillary microfluidics approach for preparing
multiple emulsions originally reported by Utada et al.20 and first applied to liquid crystals by Fernandez-Nieves
et al.21 The same set-up can be used to make shells, by flowing an internal phase within the liquid crystal stream,
but in the following only the results obtained with droplets (no internal phase) are discussed. A high-speed video
image of the process, with overlaid explanatory drawings, is shown in Fig. 3a. The liquid crystal is flown from
the right in the four corners of a capillary with square cross section, surrounding a cylindrical capillary with
tapered end (this carries the internal phase when shells are desired). From the left in the same square capillary
is flown the aqueous continuous phase, immiscible with the liquid crystal, also in the four corners surrounding
a cylindrical capillary, this time with a blunt end. The liquid crystal is flow focused close to the opening of
the blunt capillary, by the counter-flowing aqueous continuous phase, into the blunt capillary which acts as a
collection channel for the cholesteric droplet emulsion. The macroscopic emulsion in case of very thick droplets
(about 1 mm in diameter) of a cholesteric with pitch short enough to give blue-green selective reflection along
the helix is shown in Fig. 3b. The continuous water–glycerol–PVA phase ensures planar alignment of the director
at the droplet surface, thus a radial orientation of the cholesteric helix.
3.3 Bringing droplets into a colloidal crystal arrangement
After production of the emulsion with the cholesteric droplets this was collected in a petri dish, as shown in
Fig. 3b. For investigation in a microscope and using the spectrophotometer a small volume from such an emulsion
(with smaller droplets of a different cholesteric mixture than what is shown in Fig. 3b) was deposited on a silicon
chip on which the emulsion made a non-zero contact angle. Since the cholesteric liquid crystal has a lower
density than the continuous phase, the droplets float up towards the top of the resulting (close to) hemispherical
droplet, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Because of the non-zero curvature of the surface of such a small volume of
continuous phase, the normal force that opposes the buoyancy force once the droplets reach the surface then
has a horizontal component. This has the benefit that it drives the droplets into the close-packed hexagonal
colloidal crystal arrangement. However, this force can also lead to a deformation of the droplets if they are soft
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Figure 4. A small droplet of the emulsion containing the cholesteric droplets (pink) was deposited on a silicon substrate
on which the aqueous continuous phase (blue) makes a non-zero contact angle. The continuous phase thus makes a close
to hemispherical volume, through which the cholesteric droplets, due to their lower density compared to the continuous
phase, float up towards the top. Because of the curvature of the continuous phase surface the buoyancy produces an
effective force that also has a horizontal component (white arrows) that pushes the droplets together. This would explain
the slight ellipsoidal deformation.
enough. As described below the spectrophotometric data suggest that a deformation into an ellipsoidal shape
indeed took place.
3.4 Optical characterization
The samples on silicon chips were placed in an Olympus polarizing microscope operating in reflection mode,
allowing observation by eye or a monochrome camera. The microscope was equipped with an Andor Technology
PLC spectrophotometer, allowing the spectrum within a 200 nm wide window to be obtained for each of 496
pixels along one line in the image, defined by a slit of variable width. Because the spectral width of interest is
the full visible range, multiple spectra were obtained for each slit orientation selected within a sample, shifting
the center wavelength between measurements such that the full range of interest was covered by the combined
experiments. For each slit orientation the spectra were then merged in a data plotting software (Pro Fit). Due
to the automatic intensity regulation of the spectrophotometer, changing the absolute intensity values from one
partial spectrum to the next, there was generally a mismatch in intensity at the splicing points which we tried
to minimize by normalization of the data to a common base level. In addition, thermal motion led to subtle
displacements of droplets between measurements, leading to slight mismatch also in pixels. As the absolute
intensities are of no importance, only the wavelengths of peaks, and as all spots cover a range of at least about
10 pixels of the spectrophotometer, these issues do not cause a real problem for the analysis, but they do lead
to some artifacts in the spectra at splicing points.
For each sample two slit orientations were studied, one for analyzing the nearest neighbor (nn) communication
spots, another for the next nearest neighbor (nnn) spots. The slit width and orientations are shown for the sample
discussed in detail in this paper in Fig. 5. The field aperture opening was such that no next next nearest neighbor
(nnnn) spots were visible.
Figure 5. Monochrome polarizing microscopy photo of the sample of droplets with 33 wt.-% chiral dopant in the cholesteric
mixture. The red box indicates the slit used during spectrophotometric analysis of the nearest neighbor (nn) communi-
cation spots, the green the slit for analyzing the next nearest neighbor (nnn) spots.
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Figure 6. Spectra obtained along the nearest neighbor (nn) communication direction in the central droplet. The top
spectrum was obtained at the center of the ordinary selective reflection spot, the middle spectrum in the spot arising
from direct nn communication, and the bottom spectrum was measured in the spot originating from TIR-mediated nn
communication. The photo on the right shows the sample texture through the slit used during the measurements, with
arrows linking each spectrum to the spot in which it was measured.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For quantitative analysis of the wavelengths reflected in the different spots of the pattern we investigated spectra
obtained with droplets of the cholesteric mixture with 33 wt.-% chiral dopant. We chose this mixture because all
spots of the pattern are in the visible range, and are thus suitable for investigation with the spectrophotometer
used. The mixture displays red selective reflection at normal incidence, hence the central spot in the droplets
appears red. The peripheral spots derived from direct inter-droplet communication appear blue, whereas those
spots that arise from TIR-mediated communication have colors in the green-yellow range.
We first discuss the analysis of the spots arising from direct and TIR-mediated photonic communication
with the nearest neighbor (nn) droplets, in comparison with the central ordinary selective reflection spot. To
this end we studied the spectra obtained in each pixel along the slit indicated by the red box in Fig. 5. Three
representative spectra are shown in Fig. 6, corresponding to the maximum intensity pixel within each spot of
interest (corresponding to spots 0, 1 and 2 in Fig. 1c and Fig. 2) in the center droplet. A single-peak Lorentz
function was fitted to the main peak of each spectrum in order to obtain the central wavelength. The Lorentz
function fits relatively well to the peripheral spots, while it is not truly appropriate for the regular selective
reflection spot (central spot). Here the full width of the selective reflection band is visible in the spectrum, with
an overlaid modulation which may be due to interference with light reflected at the surface of the continuous
phase, but by fitting only to the left and right flanks of the peak a reliable value of the central wavelength λc
could be obtained.
The wavelength of the central spot is measured to be 645 nm, corresponding well to its red color. For the
direct inter-droplet communication spots, whether these originate from communication with the nearest or next
nearest neighbors, we would then expect a wavelength of 645 cos 45◦ = 456 nm in case the droplets are spherical.
This is because the direct photonic communication takes place via reflections at the droplet surfaces under the
angle 45◦, first redirecting the vertically incoming light beam to the horizontal direction, then after a second
reflection in the neighbor droplet redirecting it back up vertically.19 However, as seen in the second spectrum
in Fig 6 the wavelength is considerably longer, 485 nm. This wavelength would arise from Bragg reflection at
a slightly smaller angle, arccos 485/645 ≈ 41◦. The same discrepancy between measured wavelength and the
wavelength calculated based on the spherical droplet model is found for the TIR-mediated communication spot,
expected to be at 645 cos 34◦ = 535 nm (the derivation of the reflection angle α = 34◦ can be found in our
previous paper19) but in practice having a peak wavelength of 554 nm. Again, a slightly smaller angle of Bragg
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Figure 7. Spectra obtained along the next nearest neighbor (nnn) direction. The top spectrum is obtained in the central
regular selective reflection spot, the middle spectrum corresponds to direct nnn communication and the bottom spectrum
is for the TIR-mediated nnn communication. The photo on the right shows the sample texture through the slit used
during the measurements, with arrows linking each spectrum to the spot in which it was measured.
reflection would explain this wavelength, arccos 554/645 ≈ 31◦. The discrepancy is quantitatively identical for
both peripheral spots, as 41/45 ≈ 31/34 ≈ 0.91.
To explain this discrepancy we consider which approximations have been made in the model described above,
and which may not be valid. First, one may consider that the surface of the continuous phase to the surrounding
air is not perfectly flat, as it has been drawn in Fig. 2. Indeed, some deviation is expected due to the buoyancy
of the cholesteric droplets, less dense than the continuous phase. However, the slightly different light paths that
would result from a continuous phase surface that is curved in response to the droplets pushing upwards would
give rise to larger Bragg angles and this can thus not be the explanation to the discrepancy.
Instead, we believe that the discrepancy has its origin in a deviation of the droplet shape from perfectly
spherical into an ellipsoidal shape, with a vertical axis that is longer than the horizontal one, as drawn in
Fig. 2. As discussed above and visualized in Fig. 4 such a deviation can be expected from the combination of an
upwards directed buoyancy force in combination with a curved continuous phase surface, yielding a normal force
with a horizontal component that not only pushes the droplets into a close-packed hexagonal arrangement, but
even squeezes the liquid droplets slightly, extending them along the vertical axis and compressing them in the
horizontal plane. As illustrated in Fig. 4 this droplet deformation would explain the optical data, because even
when the reflection angle at the outside droplet surface is θ = 45◦ and α = 34◦, respectively, the cholesteric helix
axis is slightly less inclined, setting the Bragg angle to the somewhat smaller values θh and αh that give rise to
the wavelength increase, compared to the values expected for spherical droplets.
We also analyzed the spots along the nnn communication direction, indicated with a green box in Fig. 6.
These spots were weaker and the corresponding spectra considerably noisier, but the peaks were still distinct
enough to allow determination of the peak wavelength by fitting a Lorentz peak to the data, cf. Fig 7. For
the ordinary selective reflection peak we obtained the exact same central wavelength and for the direct nnn
communication the wavelength was identical to that of direct nn communication within 2 nm, thus within
experimental error. The wavelength of the TIR-mediated nnn communication yields a Bragg reflection angle
of 34◦. For spherical droplets this angle would have been expected for TIR-mediated nn communication while
for TIR-mediated communication over longer distances the angle should continuously increase up to a limiting
value of 45◦ (which yields horizontal reflection and thus no TIR event at any distance).19 The wavelength of
the TIR-mediated nnn communication spot thus corroborates qualitatively the conclusion that the droplets are
ellipsoidally deformed.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Based on a localized spectrophotometric analysis of the various spots of the patterns arising from photonic cross
communication between cholesteric liquid crystal droplets brought into a close-packed hexagonal colloidal crystal
arrangement, we could corroborate our previous model for the origin of the patterns, with the modification that
the droplets in the studied samples are not spherical, but ellipsoidal. We propose that this deformation arises
from the buoyancy force driving the liquid crystal droplets, slightly less dense than the continuous phase, up
towards a continuous phase surface that curves. A horizontal normal force component then brings the droplets
into the desired close-packed arrangement, but it also induces a slight deformation from spherical shape. The
dynamic quality of the patterns and the sensitive dependence on droplet arrangement, shape and cholesteric
pitch gives these patterns a unique quality that may find various uses, e.g. in security patterns.19
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